PRIVACY and DATA protection
statement
Privacy / Data
1. CC and its counterparts shall at all times comply with its respective obligations under the
applicable data protection laws and regulations. For purposes of this statement, the term “Data”
means any and all scanned or transactional information including personal data. “Personal data”
means any information relating to an identified or identifiable individual.
2. If a customer provides CC with Data necessary for or requested by the execution of an agreement
or service, the customer remains the controller for the data processing as referred to in the General
Data Protection Regulation. CC shall take the necessary technical and organizational measures to
protect the processing of Data against loss or unlawful processing. With regard to the measures to be
taken, CC shall take into account Customer’s interest to be protected and the nature of the data
processed by CC.
3. If desired or necessary both CC and or the customer will record their mutual rights and obligations
separately in a data processing agreement.
4. CC shall implement appropriate technical and organizational security measures (passwords,
security policy, limited access, back-up, etc.) to protect the Data against accidental or unlawful
destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access and any other
unauthorized processing of the Data.
5. All transactional data received for the purpose of optimizing either CC services or customer’s
processes, shall be treated as confidential and CC shall not share this data relatable to any of its
customers with third parties.
6. CC shall not transfer Data to or otherwise make Data accessible in, countries outside the European
Economic area, which do not provide an adequate level of protection for the purposes of Directive
95/46/EC.
7. CC shall not maintain copies of the Data unless this is strictly indispensable for the execution of an
agreement or service or to optimize and improve its services. If the personal data are no longer
indispensable, the CC shall immediately return or delete the relevant data. CC shall decide, at its own
discretion, whether the data should be returned or deleted.
8. In any event CC will act in accordance with its privacy policy. This privacy policy and more
information regarding the processing of personal data can be found on the website of CC
(https://www.container-centralen.com/privacy-policy).
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